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Abstract

This paper presents an Attractor Neural Network (ANN) model of Recall and Recognition. It is shown that an ANN Hop eld-based network can
qualitatively account for a wide range of experimental psychological data
pertaining to these two main aspects of memory retrieval. After providing
simple, straight-forward de nitions of Recall and Recognition in the model,
a wide variety of `high-level' psychological phenomena are shown to emerge
from the `low-level' neural-like properties of the network. It is shown that
modeling the e ect of memory load on the network's retrieval properties
requires the incorporation of noise into the network's dynamics. External
projections may account for phenomena related with the stored items' associative links, but are not sucient for representing context. With low
memory load, the network generates retrieval response times which have the
same distribution form as that observed experimentally. Finally, estimations of the probabilities of successful Recall and Recognition are obtained,
possibly enabling further quantitative examination of the model.
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1 Introduction
In recent years, considerable progress has been made in investigating the properties of Attractor Neural Network (ANN) models as content addressable memory devices. The goal
of this paper is to demonstrate that a Hop eld-based [Hop82] ANN model can qualitatively account for a wide range of experimental psychological data pertaining to the two
main aspects of memory access, Recall and Recognition. In the context of psychological
experimental conditions, Recall is de ned as the ability to retrieve an item from a list of
items (words) originally presented during a previous learning phase, given an appropriate
cue (cued Recall), or spontaneously (free Recall). Recognition is de ned as the ability to
successfully acknowledge that a certain item has or has not appeared in the tutorial list
learned before.
Attractor neural networks are part of the more general connectionist framework that has
been developed in recent years in parallel to the classic arti cial intelligence mainstream of
symbolic processing. While in the latter information is stored at speci c memory addresses
and processed by explicit rules, in the connectionist framework no such distinction between
the information and the processing algorithm exists. The modeled entities are represented
not locally (at speci c nodes of the network), but their corresponding representations are
distributed, involving many nodes of the network, activated in parallel. Parallel Distributed
Processing modeling of a broad spectrum of experimentally established phenomena concerning human memory have begun only recently [Sch89]. Previous memory modeling e orts do
include some models which are computationally related to connectionist models, as the holographic distributed model [Eic82], and a distributed convolution-correlation model [Mur82].
However, these models lack the biological avor accompanying connectionist modeling.
An ANN is a network of formal neurons (the network's nodes) connected by synapses
(the network's links). After the network's state is set in accordance with a given input
pattern, the dynamics of the network are characterized by the following iterative process:
Every neuron receives inputs from all other neurons to which it is connected, and res only if
the sum of the inputs is above a certain threshold. When a neuron res, its output (weighted
by the synaptic strengths) is communicated to other neurons, and as a consequence the
network's state evolves. By using speci c learning rules, governing the way the strength of
the synapses in the network are established, a speci c set of input patterns can be learned.
I.e., these memorized patterns are made to be attractors of the network, such that the
network will converge to a memory state if a closely related pattern is presented as an
input to the system. Since ANNs have the ability for performing error correction, they can
perform content addressable memory retrieval. Indeed, ANN models of psychological data
concerning speci c aspects of memory retrieval have been presented; e.g., of high speed
scanning experiments of the Sternberg type [ASU90], and of semantic memory queries
[RU90].
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Previous classical `mathematical' models of memory retrieval (reviewed in [GS84]) have
shown a remarkable ability to t experimental data. However, these models entail the
existence of numerous parameters bearing arbitrarily assigned high-level cognitive `interpretation'. Moreover, the broad spectrum of values possibly assigned to these parameters
results in the existence of a large scope of `model manipulation' possibilities [And91], which
contributes signi cantly to their capability of obtaining a close t with the data. The ANN
model presented in this paper contains very few such high-level parameters explicitly. Various cognitive attributes will be shown to be implicitly manifested as `bottom-up' emerging
properties of the network. Another important motivation for ANN modeling of memory
retrieval is that `reaction times' are naturally represented in such models by the time required for the network computation to be completed [And91]. Indeed, it will be shown that
with low memory load, the network generates retrieval response times which have the same
distribution form as that observed experimentally.
The model of memory retrieval presented here is based on a particular ANN model, the
Hop eld model [Hop82]. The Hop eld framework has been selected because of two main
reasons: the rst is that this model has been subject to considerable research e orts, which
have yielded several results enabling the analysis of Hop eld-based models. The second
reason is that in recent years an extensive family of Hop eld-based models have been derived
[Wei86], rendering possible the construction of more `real' biologically-oriented networks,
and making it plausible that the model presented can be further extended in the future.
The Hop eld model's dynamics are composed of a non-linear, iterative, asynchronous
transformation of the network state [Hop82]. The process may include a stochastic noise
which is analogous to the `temperature' T in statistical mechanics. Formally, the Hop eld
model is described as follows:
Let neuron's i state be a binary variable Si , taking the values 1 denoting a ring or a
resting state, correspondingly. The network's state is denoted by a state vector S specifying
the binary values of all its N neurons. Let Jij be the synaptic strength between neurons i
and j . Then, hi , the input ` eld' of neuron i is given by

hi =

N
X
j=
6 i

Jij Sj

(1)

and the neuron's dynamic behavior is described by
(

1; with probability 12 (1 + tgh( hTi ))
Si (t + 1) = ?
(2)
1; with probability 21 (1 ? tgh( hTi ))
Storing a new memory pattern   in the network is performed by modifying every ij
element of the synaptic connection matrix according to
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(3)
Jijnew = mm? 1 Jijold + m1   i j
where m denotes the number of currently stored memory patterns. A few properties of
the Hop eld model as a memory device, bearing relevance to the model presented, should
be noted:
 The maximal number m of (randomly generated) memory patterns which can be
stored with good retrieval quality is m = c  n, c  0:14. If more memories are
presented in a storage attempt, the network becomes overloaded and the retrieval of
all stored memories deteriorates abruptly [AGS85], a phenomena termed the blackout
catastrophe [Ami89]. When noise is incorporated into the neuron's dynamics, the
memory capacity c (T ) monotonically decreases.
 Every stored memory is an attractor having an area surrounding it termed its basin
of attraction. This `area' denotes a subgroup of the n-dimensional state space. When
the network is initiated by an input vector belonging to the basin of attraction of
some memory   , the networks' state will gradually evolve to the vicinity of   , if the
noise (temperature) is not too high.
 In addition to the stored memories, there exist also other attractors, denoted as spurious states, which do not have a high level of similarity with any single stored memory
vector [AGS85]. The dynamic behavior of a Hop eld network can be pictured as
following a descending trajectory in the `energy'
plane, where all the attractors are
P
P
minima of the `energy' function E = ?1=2 i6=j Si Sj Jij . In a noiseless deterministic
Hop eld network the network's attractors are stable states of the dynamics and the
network is ensured to converge to such a state [Hop82].
Section 2 provides a description of the model. In section 3, it is demonstrated that
a low level ANN model can indeed display the global dynamics that characterize high
level, memory related phenomena. We relate some basic principles of human memory
performance to the behavior of the model, by showing a qualitative analogy between them,
and assuming that the encoding re ects the level of similarity existing between the various
items. It should be stressed, however, that a more accurate comparison heavily depends
on the nature of the encoding of the stored memories. This encoding is obviously currently
unknown, expressing our present ignorance of the nature of the `representation' used in
the brain, thus inherently limiting our ability to provide a detailed quantitative account of
memory retrieval. In section 4, the probabilities of successful Recall and Recognition are
estimated, providing for a further quantitative examination of the model in the future, when
more is known about the encoding. Finally, in section 5., we brie y discuss the modeling
of correlated patterns and of free recall.
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2 The Model.
The model consists of a Hop eld ANN, in which distributed patterns representing the
learned items are stored during the learning phase, and are later presented as inputs during
the test phase. In this framework, successful Recall and Recognition are de ned. Some
additional components are added to the basic Hop eld model for the modeling of the relevant
psychological phenomena.
The distributed representation incorporated is well suited to account for Tulving's encoding speci ty principle, which asserts that \... remembering of events always depends
on the interaction between encoding and retrieval conditions, or the compatability between
the engram and the cue as encoded ... " [Tul83]. Indeed, by assuming that successful
cues are represented by patterns closely related to the stored memory patterns, Tulving's
encoding speci ty principle is `naturally' conserved. The only assumption we make on the
representation of the items is that the Hamming distance 1 between the test pattern and
the various memories re ects their similarity.
The psychological data accounted for by the model is composed of experiments where
memory is assessed with recognition and recall tests that make explicit reference to a speci c previous experience, i.e., the tutorial phase. This deliberate recollection of recent
experiences has been referred to as explicit memory, as opposed to another kind of episodic
long-term memory, referred to as implicit memory. There exists a considerable amount of
evidence supporting the existence of fundamental performance di erences between implicit
and explicit memory [Sch89]. In this work, we have adopted the assumption that di erent
memory systems underlie the various di erences in memory performance [Tul85]. Following [GM84], it is further assumed that explicit memory storage depends on the formation
of new episodic representations. It is assumed that these representations are formed in a
distinctly `allocated' network, shared by all items learned within the same learning episode
(i.e., context).
Recall is considered successful when upon starting from an initial cue the network's
state is transformed to the vicinity of the stored memory nearest to the input pattern.
Since every stored memory pattern is an attractor, the network's state is guaranteed to
remain in this vicinity for a considerable amount of time. If the network converges to a
spurious stable state, its output will stand for a `failure of recall' response. The question of
\how do such non-memory states bear the meaning of `recall failure'?" is out of the scope
of this work. However, a possible explanation is that during the learning phase `meaning'
is assigned to the stored patterns via connections formed with external patterns, and since
non-memory states lack such associations with external patterns, they are `meaningless',
yielding the `recall failure' response. Another possible mechanism is that every output
1

The Hamming distance between a state vector S and a memory pattern  is de ned as H (x) =

1 Pn
2n
i=1

jSi ?   i j
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pattern generated in the recall process passes also a recognition phase so that non-memory
states are rejected, (see the following paragraph describing recognition in our model). For
an interesting interpretation of spurious states as pathological phenomena see [Hof87].
Let the rate of change of activity (RCA) denote the number of neurons ipping their
state during a time unit. Recognition is considered successful when the network's RCA
becomes lower than some threshold during a time interval , beginning from input presentation. When a pattern precisely identical to a stored memory is presented as an input
to the network, successful Recognition is obviously instantaneous; the state of the network
will remain for some time in the vicinity of the stored memory, with a very small amount
of change in its activity. However, allowing for partially corrupted inputs, the model incorporates a certain degree of `tolerance' towards slightly distorted inputs, expressed in the
length of the interval . Simulation results show that convergence is monotone [AM88]
and this is analytically proven for the synchronous case [KP88]. Therefore, the shorter
the distance between an input and its nearest memory, the faster is its convergence. The
length of the interval  hence determines the probability of successful Recognition. Since
non-memory (non-learned) stable states have higher energy levels and shallower basins of
attraction than memorized stable states [AGS85, LN89], convergence to such states takes
signi cantly longer timer. This observation has also been strongly supported by simulations
we have performed, in which convergence of random input vectors to non-memory states
takes a much larger number of asynchronous iterations than their convergence to memory
states. Therefore, there exists a range of possible values of  that enable a successful
distinction between stored to non-learned inputs.
The de nition of successful Recognition presented is close in spirit to Hop eld's original
observation [Hop82] that familiarity can be recognized in a Hop eld network, by monitoring
the initial ip rate, which is slower for familiar (memory) states). Our de nition also re ects
the notion been suggested before in the psychological literature, that the check of novelty
of an input pattern is one of the rst steps in information processing [Pos78].
The context of the psychological experiments is represented as a substring of the input's
encoding. However, since the storage of strongly correlated memory patterns may lead to
ambiguity in memory retrieval due to interference, the size of the context encoding relative
to the total size of the memory encoding is kept small, preserving the low level of interpattern correlation.
The external in uence exerted upon the behavior of the allocated network by connections
from other networks, expressing the total associational linkage of a learned item, is modeled
as an external eld vector E . When a learned memory pattern   is presented to the
network, the value of the external eld vector generated is E = h  , where h is a `projection'
coecient, expressing the association strength supporting   .
The weakening of the networks inter-connections as a function of the elapsed time be6

tween the tutorial and testing session is modeled by a decay parameter . Denote the
connection matrix at the end of the learning phase as Jij 0 , then the connection matrix after
t time has elapsed is Jij (t) = e?(t?t0 ) Jij 0 . Such a decaying factor has no e ect on any
of the other test phase phenomena analyzed since it operates on a much longer time scale
than the length of the test phase being modeled.
The model may shed some light upon the historical dispute whether Recall and Recognition involve a basically similar mechanism (one-process theories), or whether there exist
essential di erences between them (two-process theories) [Kin70]. Indeed, in the model
presented, both Recall and Recognition are performed in the same network, sharing the
same dynamics; the dynamic behavior of an ANN can be viewed as performing a parallel,
mutual exclusive search in the phase space [RU90]. Yet, during a Recognition assignment,
the `read-out' of this similar process is di erent than in Recall, since familiarity is then
examined. For a similar observation regarding feed-forward networks see [YRD79].

3 The modeling of experimental data.
In this section we describe how various psychological phenomena are accounted for. Memory
retrieval research has yielded an accumulation of a broad spectrum of experimental data,
giving rise to elaborate mathematical models where the data is modeled in excruciating
detail in a highly sophisticated manner. We have used as reference the list of experimental
phenomena described by Gillund and Shi rin in their comprehensive SAM model [GS84].
The interested reader may nd there a detailed review of the literature, providing extensive support to the psychological phenomena described. When appropriate, more recently
acquired data has been considered. Regarding every phenomenon discussed, a brief description of the psychological ndings is followed by an account of its modeling. We rely
on the known results pertaining to Hop eld models to show that the psychological phenomena reviewed are emergent properties of the model. When such analytical evidence is
lacking, simulations were performed in order to account for the experimental data. Several
phenomena can be accounted for by considering the memory load of the network. When
associations with items not presently studied have an important role, the in uence of the
external `projection eld' is shown to account for the observed data.

3.1 Phenomena accounted for by the e ect of memory load
The List-Length E ect: It is known that the probability of successful Recall or Recog-

nition of a particular item decreases as the length of list of learned items increases
[GS84, AJ73, RM76b].
List length is expressed directly as the memory load. It has been shown (in networks
with several hundred neurons) that the width of the memories basins of attraction
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monotonically decreases following an approximately inverse parabolic curve [Wei85].
Hence, Recall performance should decrease as memory load is increased. Simulations
previously performed with networks having noiseless dynamics have shown that retrieval times of successful trials remains about the same, with various memory loads
[Ami87], as long as the memory load is sub-critical. However, we have found that this
is not true when noise is incorporated into the dynamics of the network: We have
examined the convergence time of the same set of input patterns at di erent values
of memory load. Figure 1 shows that as the memory load is increased, successful
convergence has occurred only after an increasingly growing number of asynchronous
iterations. Hence, convergence takes more time and can result in Recognition failure,
although memories' stability is maintained till the critical capacity c (T ) is reached.

Figure 1: Recognition speed (No. of asynchronous iterations) as a function of the number
of stored memories (determining the memory load). The network has n = 500 neurons, and
T = 0:2.

Presentation Time: Increasing the presentation time of learned words is known to improve both their Recall and Recognition [RM76a].
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This is explained by the phenomenon of maintenance rehearsal; items presented for a
longer time are considered as if presented repeatedly for a number of times, and thus
their memories' basins of attraction get deeper: Assume that rehearsing a word for k
times is equivalent to presenting it as a learned memory for f (k) times, (f monotonically increasing), then its corresponding energy level will get deepened by a factor of
f (k). Deeper basins of attraction are also wider [HFP83, KPKP90]. Therefore, the
probability of successful Recall of rehearsed items is increased.
The e ect of a uniform rehearsal of all learned items (without renormalizing the
synaptic weights) is equal to a global uniform energy decrease by a factor of k, i.e.,
a decrease in the temperature T by a factor of 1=k. The temperature decrease is
known to increase the memory capacity of the network [AGS85], and thus to decrease
the actual memory load, leading to a higher probability of successful Recognition.
The model predicts that increasing presentation time will attenuate and delay the
List length phenomenon. It can be seen that there is a certain limit beyond which
the increase of the presentation time will not have any signi cant e ect since the
temperature is already approaching zero. This is in accordance with the ndings
[PA85] that beyond a certain amount of daily repetitions, there is little impact on
fact retrieval. Moreover, the temperature decrease will lead to a lesser variation of
retrieval times with memory load and therefore the model predicts that increasing
presentation time will decrease the magnitude of the list-length phenomenon.

Test Delays: When a list of items is learned, it is known that as the time delay between the

tutorial and test phases get longer, Recall and Recognition performance deteriorates
[She67].
The Test Delay phenomena is accounted for by entering the decay parameter  into the
model, simulating the weakening of neuronal synapses as a function of the elapsed time
between the tutorial and testing session. Relative to the length of the test delay, the
duration of the test phase itself is short, and this justi es discarding the synaptic decay
occurring during the latter phase, and treating the synaptic matrix as xed through
the test period. Contrary to the case of an increase in presentation time, now the
energy level of stored memory patterns is increased, and their basins of attraction get
shallower and smaller, resulting in a deterioration of Recall performance. The actual
memory load is increased (since decreasing the neurons' input eld h is equivalent to
a temperature raise), leading to a parallel decrease in Recognition performance.

Age di erences in Recall and Recognition: It was found that older people perform
more poorly on Recall tasks than they do on Recognition tasks [CM87]. An analysis
of covariance, with recognition performance as the covariate, showed a reliable age
decrement in recall.
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These ndings can be accounted for by assuming that synapses are being deleted in the
progress of life. The data supporting this assumption is inconclusive. However, some
evidence supports an age-related decrease of synaptic membrane surface densities in
the hyppocampus [BFFMRU89], and a progressive decrease in hippocampal dendritic
spine density [MR88].
It has been previously shown that most of the retrieval failures occurred, even when
the network's synapses were quite radically diluted, only with input states which were
far apart from stored memories [HD89]. The quality of the retrieved pattern is only
mildly a ected by synaptic dilution; up to 80% dilution, the nal converged states
have nal overlaps above 0:9 with the nearest memory states [Som86].
We have investigated the retrieval performance as a function of the input's initial
similarity (overlap) with its nearest memory pattern, for various levels of synaptic
dilution and memory load: At low levels of synaptic dilution, memory retrieval remains intact. For every level of initial overlap of the input patterns, there exists a
`critical' level of dilution whereupon a rapid decrease in the retrieval of such patterns
occurs. As demonstrated in Figure 2, when the memory load is increased, this `critical' level begins at lower levels of synaptic dilution. Accordingly, it is predicted that
during the early phases of synaptic dilution, the deterioration of Recall performance
might be noticeable only when the tutorial phase involves long lists of items. Only
a mild decrease (up to 12%) in recognition speed was found. taken together, these
ndings could account for the relative stronger decrease in Recall vs. Recognition
Performance. One may further speculate that during aging the the network's noise
level may decrease, and hence attenuate the e ect of the actual increase of memory
load on recognition speed.

3.2 Considering the e ect of external projections
The total sum of external, currently active associations, projecting on the allocated network
from all other networks (i.e., `the rest of the brain') is represented in the model by an
external eld vector E . It has been shown that the probability of retrieval of a memory
pattern associated with an external eld vector increases monotonically with the amplitude
of such a eld [AGS87].

The word-frequency e ect: The more frequent a word is in language, the probability of

recalling it increases, while the probability of recognizing it decreases. [She67, Rao89].
A word's frequency in the language is assumed to e ect its retrieval through the stored
word's semantic relations and associations [Kat85, NCBK87]. Thus, activation in
various other networks (i.e., `cortical areas'), and not just exclusively in the speci cally
allocated network has to be considered.
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Figure 2: The probability of successful Recall as a function of the number of stored memories
and the input's initial overlap (similarity) with its nearest memory pattern. The right gure
pertains to 50% dilution and the left gure to 55% dilution. The network has n = 500
neurons, and T = 0:2.
When, during a Recognition test phase, a stored memory pattern   is presented
to the network, it is assumed that the external eld vector generated has a component projecting at   , such that E = h    , where h is a `projection coecient'
representing the strength of associational linkage supporting   .
It is assumed, that relative to low frequency words, high frequency words have more
semantic relations and therefore more connections between the patterns representing
them and other patterns stored in the memory (i.e., in other networks). This oneto-many relationship is assumed to be reciprocal, i.e., each of the externally stored
patterns has also connections projected to several of the stored patterns in the allocated network. Let the overlap H  , denoting the level of similarity between the
current network's Pstate S and a corresponding memory pattern   , be de ned as
H  = n1 S    = n1 i Si  i . The process leading to the formation of the external eld
E (acting upon the allocated network), generated by an input pattern nearest to some
stored memory pattern   is assumed to be characterized as follows:
1. There is a threshold degree of overlap min , such that E > 0 only when the allocated network's state overlap H  is higher than min . This re ects the initiation
of activation of associated items in the external networks. As the network's state
evolves towards the nearest memory pattern   , (the overlap H  is increased)
more patterns corresponding to items associated with this memory are activated.
2. Patterns which are activated already at low overlap (H  ) values are strongly
associated with   . They are assumed, in turn, to strongly support   , re ected
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in an increase in the value of h . Patterns which are activated only at high
overlap values (and thus are only loosely connected to the memory represented
by   ) generate a more di use projection on the allocated network, which results
in a decrease in the value of h . Consequently, as H  rises, h rises monotonically
till some maximal point beyond which it monotonically decreases.
3. High-frequency words have lower min values than low-frequency words. This
re ects the widely held assumption that high-frequency words have stronger associational linkage, which enables the earlier excitation of their related items'
patterns of activity.
In Recognition tests, since the input patterns represent stored memories, a high value
of overlap H  to some memory   is obtained. Such high values of H  are already
much larger than the relatively low min values of high-frequency words, and therefore
the value of h and E generated is already post-optimal and therefore small (smaller
than in the case of low-frequency words which have higher min values). Thus, highfrequency words generate a more di use external eld E , accounting for their relatively
lower probability of successful Recognition. Since the e ect of the external eld on
memory retrieval is increased at conditions of high memory overload [AGS87], the
model predicts that the relative inferiority of Recognition of high-frequency words
will be chie y manifested with long lists of learned words.
In Recall tests, however, only a cue pattern is presented to the network. The initial
situation is therefore characterized by low values of overlap H  to some nearest memory   . At such conditions, only the overlap value of high-frequency words may suce
for activating associated items, i.e. H  > min , and thus an external eld strongly
oriented at   is generated. Hence, the relatively higher probability for successful
Recall of high-frequency words is accounted for.
We have presented here the analysis of a `classical' case of Recall testing. Generally,
however, a wide spectrum of Recall cues, di ering upon their overlap value to their
nearest memory, may be presented. This may lead to various scenarios, depending
on the relation between the initial H  and min . It is interesting to note that this is
in fact in accordance with some newer inconclusive psychological experiment results
regarding the in uence of word frequency upon Recall [GMC80], while the ndings
regarding Recognition remain robust. In addition, the model predicts the creation
of a speci c type of Recall error; namely, successful recall of a learned-list word, but
not the one nearest to the cue. This can happen since a Recall cue nearest to a lowfrequency stored word may generate an external eld oriented toward a near (but not
nearest) high-frequency word, which may modify the convergence toward it.
12

Word Fragment Completion Tests: In this version of Recall testing, graphemic word

fragments are presented as Recall cues. In contradiction to the generally accepted
positive correlation found between successful Recall and Recognition (i.e., the probability of successful Recall is greater for items that can be recognized than for those
that cannot), no such positive correlation is found when using graphemic fragment
completion for Recall [TSS82]. The relation actually found was one of stochastic independence; a word appearance in the study list does enhance the subject's ability
to generate the word to its fragment cue, but such enhancement was identical for the
recognized words and for those not recognized.
The results reported in [NCBK87] indicate that while cued recall has also a semantic
search component in addition to lexical search, fragment completion does not. In
accordance, it is assumed that while in regular Recall tests the semantic associations
have an important role and exert considerable in uence on the nal form of the energy
plane, in word fragment completion the situation is entirely di erent: The external
eld vector is inactive since the cue is presented in a fragmented form, incapable of
generating the semantic re-enforcing associations. The energy plane is therefore totally
di erent during such tasks than in Recognition testing (where, like in Recall testing,
semantic associations are activated), resulting in the lack of correlation described.

3.3 Modeling other phenomena
Context Shift: The term Context Shift refers to the change in context from the tutorial
period to the test period. Studies examining the e ect of context shift have shown a
decrement in Recall performance with context shift, but little change in Recognition
performance [SGB78].
The context is represented as a substring of the patterns' encoding. Let denote
the size of the common context sub-string relative to the size of the stored pattern,
and let denote the memory load. In simulations we had performed it has been
demonstrated that there exists a certain range of values of and where Recall and
Recognition are successful in the majority of trials. However, as shown in Figure 3,
when context shift is simulated by entering random input patterns, but with half of
the context substring inverted, Recall performance severely deteriorates. We have
found only a small increase (of 5%) in the number of asynchronous iterations required
for convergence, in accordance with the experimental ndings.
It is interesting to note that representing the context of memorized words as part of the
external connections projecting upon the network cannot successfully account for the
context shift phenomena. In such an approach (inspired by the modeling of context
used in Semantic networks models), the tutorial phase's context would be represented
13

as an external eld C projecting equally on all Pstored memories. However, such a
eld, averaged on all stored memories, (E = h  m=1   ) has been demonstrated to
cause only a marginal increase in the retrieval properties of the network [AGS87], and
thus is incapable of accounting for the decrease in Recall accompanying context shift.

Figure 3: The probability of successful Recall as a function of the initial overlap between
the input vector and its nearest memory pattern, after a context shift. The network has
n = 500 neurons, T = 0:2, and m = 30; 40. The corresponding pre-shift probabilities have
been 100% success.

Distractor Similarity e ect: Distractors are unlearned words that are intermixed with

the learned items while performing a Recognition test. It turns out that data concerning distractor similarity e ects on Recognition are mixed; some studies indicate
that increased similarity of the distractors to certain learned words decreases Recognition performance [GS84, AK68] while others do not report any signi cant change
[UF68, CE72].
By de nition, the model predicts that increased distractor similarity will cause an increase in false positive recognition (i.e., of wrongly `recognizing' non-stored patterns).
However, this depends on the degree the encoding preserves this similarity. It is interesting to note in this respect, that physical similarity produces greater amount of
false alarms than semantic similarity [GS84], possibly indicating that the encoding
conserves better the rst kind of similarity than the latter. Moreover, one should note
that the retrieval of an input pattern in a Hop eld network is not determined by the
14

initial Hamming distance solely [AM88]. The precise form of the memories' basins
of attraction in the network's n-dimensional space is not known [Ami89]. These observations therefore make the model not necessarily inconsistent with the the mixed
results obtained concerning the similarity e ect of distractors.

Serial position e ect It has been found that the serial position of the learned items in

the tutorial phase has a considerable in uence on the probability of their successful
Recognition, and on the mean response times (MRT) obtained: The items presented
earlier in the learning phase had been recognized with more accuracy and during a
shorter MRT [RM76b, Rat76].
Serial position is modeled by ascribing higher synaptic weights to the patterns stored
earlier in the tutorial phase. Following the original experimental data, we have divided the stored patterns into four groups of `serial position', in accordance with the
period in which the item was learned during the tutorial phase. The original synaptic
learning rule is slightly modi ed so that the strength k by which a memory pattern
is embedded in the P
synaptic matrix is a function of the period k in which the item was
learned, i.e., Jij = m=1 k   i   j , where m denotes the number of stored memories.
Selecting 1 = 1:15, 2 = 1:1, 3 = 1:05 and 4 = 1 leads to the results depicted
in Figure 4. It can be seen that the MRTs obtained have a monotonically increasing
trend similar to that obtained experimentally. The analysis of all other phenomena
remains valid when the latter modi ed learning rule is considered.
We have selected a temporal threshold and examined the Recognition performance
as a function of the serial position. Figure 4 displays the percentage of correct hits
obtained in the network, simulated by entering random input vectors generated with
a high degree of similarity to the stored memories. Indeed, the results obtained
have a decreasing trend, similar in general to the experimental data. However, in
the experimental data, the two groups memorized in the second half of the learning
phase (3 and 4) have shown essentially the same MRT and recognition accuracy.
Obviously, a closer t with the data could have been obtained simply by selecting
3 = 4 . Such a close t with the data can be achieved in a less arbitrary manner by
modifying the synaptic learning rule so that it will generate a relative `weighting' of
the stored memories in accordance with the time t of their storage, for example the
rule (t) = 0 (1 + e?(t? ) ), where  is some time constant of the learning phase.

3.4 Response Times
In addition to the set of data shown to be accounted for qualitatively, the model presented
can account for the data concerning retrieval response times. Figure 5 displays the distribution of retrieval times of correct hits at a low memory load. The response times distribution
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Figure 4: Left: The MRT (No. of asynchronous iterations) as a function of the serial position. The network has n = 500 neurons, m = 30 memories, and T = 0:2. Right: Percentage
of correct hits as a function of the serial position. The network has n = 500 neurons, m = 30
memories, and T = 0:2. The temporal threshold was set to 950 asynchronous iterations
obtained looks like the experimentally observed distributions [RM76b], which are asymmetric and typically have a long, low density, right-sided tail. Such experimentally-matching
response times distributions have been obtained previously by Anderson in an analog ANN
[And91]. However, it should be noted that as the memory load is increased towards maximal
capacity, the distribution tends to loose its typical asymmetric form and becomes essentially
symmetric. It would be interesting to examine experimentally, if considerably extending
the list length may lead to a similar change in the response times distribution.
The experimentally observed response times distribution of correct rejections has a form
similar to the response times distribution of correct hits [RM76b]. However, using a single,
xed  time interval seems to lead to a narrow distribution of response times of correct
rejections. Moreover, a naive `implementation' of the interval  requires one to assume the
existence of an internal `clock' in the network. However, a possible neural realization of 
may be achieved by assuming the existence of positive feedback between the network's RCA
and the thermal noise level. I.e., the level of thermal noise is monitored by the level of the
network's RCA [LN89]: When the network converges into an attractor its RCA diminishes,
resulting in a temperature decrease. If convergence does not occur during some time interval,
the noise will gradually increase leading to a chaotic state which denotes recognition failure.
Such a process can account for an actual dynamically varying temporal recognition interval,
and will `spread-out' the response times distribution of correct rejections. The previous
results concerning positive hits would still hold since in the case of correct recognition a
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Figure 5: Response times distribution of correct hits. The network has n = 500 neurons,
m = 30 memories, and T = 0:2. Time is denoted by the number of asynchronous iterations.
noise surge will not occur.

4 Quantitative Estimations of Recall and Recognition.
In this section we present some estimations of the expected probabilities of successful Recall
and Recognition, in the framework of the model presented. Since the precise form of the
memories basins of attraction is yet unknown, our calculation is based on the assumption
that a memory's basin of attraction can be approximated as a `sphere' of radius r in the ndimensional space surrounding it. We recall that any attempt to quantitavely analyze `high
order' experimental data as the psychological manifestation of `low order' neural activity
requires prior knowledge of the encoding. Yet, one hopes that perhaps by trying to evaluate
some predictions of such ANN models, some insight about the encoding itself may be gained.

4.1 Estimating Recall performance
In a given network, with n neurons and m memories, the radius r of the basins of attraction
of the memories decreases as the memory load parameter ( = m=n) is increased.
McEliece
(1?2r )2
n
et. al. [MPRV87] have related n; m; and r by the expression m = 4  log n . Using this
result in the framework of our model, we can estimate the probability of successful recall.
The concept of the basins of attraction implies a non-linear probability function with low
probability when input vectors are further than the radius of attraction and high probability
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otherwise. The slope of this non-linearity increases as the noise level T is decreased. Even
without `thermal' noise (T = 0) this probability is not unity, in light the presence of nonthermal noise created by the attraction of the other memories. Similarly, the probability
of successful Recall (to the nearest memory) when the input is further than the radius of
attraction is small but non-zero [Cot88].
In Figure 6, the calculation of r as a function of the memory load , is shown. r denotes
a vector being r  n bits (neurons) apart from its closest memory. The calculated r's denote
the maximal allowed distance between the cue and its closest memory so that Recall will
still be successful, with high probability.

Figure 6: The radius of attraction as a function of memory load. The network has n = 500
neurons, and T = 0:2
The probability
Prn n Pc that a random input vector will converge to one of the stored mem(d ) . It converges very fast toward zero as r is decreased. Thus, at moderate
ories is  d=1
2n
memory load conditions we already obtain a relatively small cumulative attraction size,
since the memories' basins of attractions de ned by these radia cover only a small part of
the total state space.
Figure 7 presents the results of a simulation performed in order to observe the probability
Pc as a function of the memory load. These results are in correspondence with the estimation
of Pc presented, i.e, Pc , decreases very fast (faster than r) with the increase of memory load.
Hence, Recall tests beginning from randomly generated cues would yield a very low rate
of successful Recall (Pc ). Yet, if one examines Recall by picking a stored memory, ipping
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some of its encoding bits, and presenting it as an input to the network (determining r),
reasonable levels of successful Recall can still be obtained even when a considerable number
of encoding bits are ipped.

Figure 7: The probability of successful Recall of randomly generated input patterns as a
function of memory load. The network has n = 500 neurons, and T = 0:2
It is interesting to note that the allocated networks' size n can be estimated: The
number of learned items (stored memories) m in the psychological experiments is known (of
the order of a few dozens), and since the capacity ratio = m=n is bounded by c = 0:14,
then n is between several hundred to several thousand neurons (i.e., of the order of the size
of cortical
When considering the context representation, Pc can be estimated
Prn columns).
n?c)
(
d
d
=1
as  2n?c  m. Finding a value of c providing a good t with experimental data
may provide an estimation of the relative size of the context encoding. The size of the
context encoding could also be estimated by examining the e ect of total context shift:
Accordingly, the relative expected deterioration in the probability of successful random
Recall due toPa rchange
of context involving all c bits of the encoding (RD(c)), is estimated
n?c (n?c)
by RD(c)  Pdr=1n (n?dc) .
d=1

d

4.2 Estimating Recognition performance
The probability of correct Recognition depends mainly on the the length of the interval .
Assume that after an input pattern is presented to the network, during the time interval 
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k iterations steps of a Monte Carlo simulation are performed: In each such step, a neuron is
randomly selected, and then it examines whether or not it should ip its state, according to
its input. Since successful Recognition involves input patterns with a high level of overlap
to one of the stored memories, it is plausible to assume that a selected neuron will indeed
update its state correctly; i.e., in accordance with its corresponding state in the input
pattern's nearest memory.
Let n denote the number of neurons in the network, and let d denote the Hamming
distance between an input pattern presented to the network and its nearest stored memory
pattern. Obviously, the set of neurons which are selected must include all d `faulty' neurons
so that successful convergence could be achieved. Let us now estimate the probability Pg
that the input pattern will be successfully recognized, i.e., that the network will converge to
its nearest memory pattern during (at most) k iterations: Let ik denote the event `neuron
i was not selected (and if necessary, updated) during k iterations'. Its probability, Prfik g,
is given by (1 ? n1 )k . The event `at least
one of the d faulty neurons was not selected' is
Sd
equivalent to the union of all the events i=1 ik . Therefore, its probability Pg fdg is bounded
by
d
X
Pg fdg  prfik g = d(1 ? n1 )k  d  e ?nk
i=1

(4)

and the probability of successful recognition of an input at distance H (d) Pg fdg =
1 ? Pg fdg, is bounded by Pg fdg  1 ? d  e ?nk . It can be seen from equation 4 that the
dependence of the successful Recognition on the initial Hamming distance is multiplicative,
which re ects our intuitive notion that Recognition's success depends strongly on the initial
input proximity to a stored memory. However, successful Recognition is even more critically
dependent on the number of allowed asynchronous iterations k, determined by the length
of . For a selection of k = n(ln(d) + c), one obtains Pg  1 ? e?c .
The expected number of iterations Exp(X ) till successful convergence is achieved is
calculated as follows: Let the random variable Xi denote the number of iterations performed whenPi faulty neurons are left, till one of them is selected and corrected. Therefore,
Exp(X ) = dj=1 Xj . Since there are i faulty neurons left in the network, the probability of selecting a faulty neuron is i=n, the expected number of iterations Xi performed is
E (Xi) = n=i, and
d
X

d
X

1  n  ln(d)
(5)
i=1 i
i=1
The calculations presented above pertain to the case of `complete' retrieval, where the
network converges to a stable state which is precisely identical to the input's nearest stored
memory. However, it is known that in most times, when presented with a successful input

E (X ) =

E (Xi) = n 
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cue, a Hop eld network converges to a stable state which is very similar, but not identical,
which
to its nearest stored memory [AGS85]. Let o denote the Hamming distance? below
 ? ok
d
retrieval is considered successful, then a similar calculation yields Pg  1 ? o  e n and
E (X )  n  ln( do ). In simulations we have performed, (n = 500, m = 10, d = 20, o = 10),
the average number of iterations until successful convergence was in the range of 300 - 400,
in excellent correspondence with the predicted expectation, E (X ) = 500  ln(2).
Two kinds of Recognition errors exist: False negative (FN) recognition { in which we do
not recognize a learned item that should be recognized, and false positive (FP) recognition
{ in which we do recognize an item that should not be recognized, (i.e., was not learned).
In order to estimate the probabilities of FP and FN recognition errors, one must adopt
a criterion for determining which input patterns should be recognized; let us assume that
there exists a constant j such that any input pattern X with Hamming distance H (X ) < j
should be recognized, and otherwise rejected. Since all correctly recognized input patterns
have a Hamming distance smaller than j , than, using equation 4, P fj g is a lower bound
on the probability of correct recognition, and an upper bound on the probability of FP
errors. Similarly, (1 ? P fj g) is a lower bound on the probability of correct rejection and
an upper bound on the probability of FN errors. The measurement of these probabilities
experimentally can set constraints on the possible value of j .

5 Discussion
A prime motivation behind neural networks research is the claim that such networks' behavior may be viewed as a simpli ed model of the brain. True, the Hop eld model incorporates extensive simpli cations in comparison with the known biological data pertaining
to neural activity. Yet, some of these simpli cations have been challenged in a family of
Hop eld-based models been recently derived. These models preserve the basic properties
of the original Hop eld model, and therefore it is plausible that the model presented could
be modi ed in accordance, thus better approximating real biological data. The interested
reader may nd an account of such models in [Wei86], and a detailed discussion of ANN
modeling from a neurophysiological point of view in [Ami89, Abe91].
The work presented is limited to the storage of patterns with low correlation, since the
storage of strongly correlated patterns will lead to erroneous memory retrieval. Indeed, it
is known that a list composed of highly similar items is considerably more dicult to learn
than one with dissimilar items. Ecient storage and retrieval of patterns with considerable
inter-item correlation is possible, using Hop eld-based Hierarchical neural networks (HNN)
[FI87, Gut86]. Such networks have already been utilized for modeling Semantic memory
[RU90], and they can potentially be used for modeling of Recall of categorized items. HNN
networks can be used as a starting point for an alternative approach to that presented in this
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work; instead of assuming the existence of speci cally allocated networks, an HNN could
be used to store di erent `assemblies' of stored memories, each characterized by common
a substring representing its learning context. The context substring could be then viewed
as a `key' for obtaining access to the appropriate assembly of memories, stored during the
same learning phase.
In the model presented, only cued Recall is accounted for. The modeling of free Recall
seems a more complicated task, since it requires the understanding of an autonomous, self
generated cognitive processes. In principle, a model of an autonomous cognitive process
must include two components; the rst being a mechanism for generating a continuous
movement in the model's phase-space between the various stored memories. The second
component being, that once the network has reached a memory state, it should remain in
this state for a certain amount of time. Free recall is therefore envisioned as a continuous
ow of the system between some of its states, whereas upon arriving at a stored memory
state, it remains there for a certain duration. This period is essential for rendering these
states as `cognitively signi cant' and thus as representing successfully recalled items. Both
requirements can be ful lled using Hop eld-like ANNs: The motion between the various
stored memories may be either deterministic [CS87, HU89], or stochastic (for a review of
such mechanisms see [Bel88]). Once the network's state approaches the vicinity of a stored
memory it remains there for some time before moving to the vicinity of another attractor.
The context of the tutorial list is used as a cue guiding the recall process to the stored
patterns of learned items.
We have shown in this paper that modeling the e ect of memory load on the network's
retrieval properties requires the incorporation of noise into the network's dynamics, and
that external projections are not sucient for representing context. In addition to numerous
qualitative accounts of the experimental data, the network is shown to generate retrieval
response times which have the same distribution form as that observed experimentally, at
low memory load. As Schacter claims, \... no current theory gracefully accommodates all
or most of the important empirical facts" [Sch89]. However, we feel that the ANN model
presented has the intuitive appeal of being considered as an approximation (as coarse as
it may be) of some principles of neural correlates of cognitive processes related to memory
retrieval.
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